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 The meeting started at 09:38 with Christian EHLER, MEP and STOA First Vice-Chair, in the chair.

1. Adoption of the draft agenda (PE 641.516)

 The Chair informed Members that interpretation was available in English, French, German, Italian, Portuguese
and Spanish, and that the meeting was being web-streamed.

− He then announced that the draft agenda was in the dossier and, as there were no requests for changes or
additions, the agenda was deemed adopted.

2. Approval of draft minutes – STOA Panel meeting of 19 December 2019

 The Chair announced that the draft minutes of the Panel meeting of 19 December 2019 were in the dossier and,
as there were no requests for changes, the minutes were deemed approved (as in the file).

3. STOA priorities for the 9th parliamentary term

 The Chair recalled that a wider discussion had taken place in the Panel meeting of 28 November 2019
concerning the basic directions of STOA’s work in the 9th parliamentary term. As a result of that discussion,
the STOA priorities for the 9th parliamentary term were: (i) The Green Deal; (ii) Artificial intelligence and
other disruptive technologies; (iii) Quality of life; (iv) Science, technology and innovation policy; (v) Societal
and ethical challenges; (vi) Economic challenges; (vii) AI1 forum and ESMH2. The Chair announced that, as
there were no comments, the list of STOA priorities for the 9th parliamentary term was deemed adopted.

 The Chair invited all interested Panel members to submit their project proposals by Monday, 3 February 2020.
He reassured Members, who had already submitted proposals, that their proposals were being duly taken into
account and would be submitted to STOA Bureau for examination and then to the Panel for approval.

4. Presentation of the outcomes of the Technology Assessment study
‘Blockchain for supply chains and international trade’

 The Chair introduced Bertrand COPIGNEAUX, from the French digital economy think tank IDATE, and
Michael FLICKENSCHILD, from the international consulting company Ecorys, both members of the project
team, and gave them the floor for the presentation.

 Mr COPIGNEAUX introduced blockchain technology and noted that it could help overcome specific barriers
to the digitalisation of several elements of international trade that remained paper-based. He highlighted a range
of use cases, including cross-border payments and tracking systems, and discussed their technology readiness
and potential impact. Mr FLICKENSCHILD summarised ongoing initiatives at national and international level,
focusing on European Commission (EC) activities. He then presented a range of policy options for the European
Parliament (EP), specifically targeting customs, SMEs3 sustainability, standardisation and interoperability.

 The Chair then gave the floor to Members for questions and discussion.

 Lina GÁLVEZ MUÑOZ, MEP and Panel member, asked whether the study considered different scenarios and
potential barriers (e.g. not achieving digital sovereignty, commercial wars and cybersecurity problems).
Mr COPIGNEAUX responded that the study looked at use cases rather than scenarios, and explained that these
challenges were important in the context of all contemporary technology developments. He argued in particular
that quantum computing could challenge the cryptologic technologies that are central to blockchain and could

1 Artificial intelligence
2 European Science-Media Hub
3 Small and Medium Enterprises
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present cybersecurity threats. He noted the difficulty in communicating with SMEs and suggested creating
more institutional mechanisms for communication with SMEs. Mr FLICKENSCHILD agreed that keeping
SMEs involved is a challenge and supporting networks for SMEs could facilitate the adoption of blockchain.

 Petra DE SUTTER, MEP and Panel member, asked: (i) if the current regulations created barriers that could
prevent the adoption of blockchains; Mr COPIGNEAUX replied that many European Union (EU) regulations
such as the GDPR4 were technology agnostic, so did not specifically target individual technologies, yet they
could affect them in an uneven way; he added that the EU Blockchain Forum was looking at that particular
issue, but the Union Customs Code ‒ a framework for modernising EU customs ‒ also presented regulatory
barriers for blockchains in trade; (ii) about the development of global blockchain standards; Mr COPIGNEAUX
responded that some organisations (ITU5, ISO5, CEN5 etc.) had developed standards and one could eventually
come to dominate; the EU could help to connect open source communities working on blockchain standards.

 Judith BUNTING, MEP and Panel member, asked whether the project had examined the work of EIT6 in this
context. Mr COPIGNEAUX agreed to look into it during the final stages of the project.

 Maria LEITÃO MARQUES, MEP and Panel member, asked: (i) if blockchains would replace interoperability
platforms; Mr COPIGNEAUX answered that interoperability presented challenges for blockchains, but there
were commercial initiatives to overcome these challenges; (ii) if blockchains could be used to support the
mutual recognition of diplomas; Mr FLICKENSCHILD confirmed that they could and that the EC was already
looking into that; (iii) if blockchains would replace commercial platforms; Mr COPIGNEAUX answered that,
in the short term, blockchains were more likely to complement rather than replace commercial platforms.

 The Chair asked about blockchain discussions in the context of TTIP7 and whether they were continuing.
Mr FLICKENSCHILD replied that there was a working group on blockchain standards in the United States
(US), although he did not find evidence of formal links or discussions with the EU. He added that there might
be informal discussions and engagement via international organisations such as the WTO8 which was quite
active on standardisation and agreed to look into the matter more closely during the final stages of the project.

 The Chair asked whether the US would present their blockchain standards as international standards and asked
for advice on how the EU could strategically engage the global standardisation process. Mr FLICKENSCHILD
responded that certain standards would eventually dominate, but it was difficult to know in advance which
ones. He advised the EU to engage and exchange with the US, as well as other international organisations
working on standards such as the WTO and WCO9.

 The Chair concluded that the private sector was active in developing blockchain standards and the EU had the
choice to leave it up to the private sector or be involved in the process. He also noted that many EP committees
worked on blockchains separately and encouraged collaboration among these committees.

 The Chair announced that, as there were no objections, the study would be finalised, published on the STOA
website and widely distributed within and outside the Parliament.

5. Ongoing and new STOA projects
5.1. Ongoing projects

 The Chair reported that all ongoing projects were running to schedule and asked Members to come forward if
interested in becoming Lead Panel Member for the ongoing Technology Assessment studies on ‘Workplace
monitoring: Surveillance of workers in the digital era’ and ‘Strategic communications as a key factor in
countering hybrid threats’, as well as for the Scientific Foresight study on ‘The future of crop protection’.

 Ivars IJABS, MEP and STOA Second Vice-Chair, volunteered to become Lead Panel Member for the study on
‘Strategic communications as a key factor in countering hybrid threats’, and the Panel acknowledged this.

4 General Data Protection Regulation (EU) 2016/679.
5 ITU: International Telecommunication Union; ISO: International Organization for Standardization; CEN: European Committee for
Standardization.
6 European Institute of Innovation and Technology
7 Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership
8 World Trade Organization
9 World Customs Organization
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5.2. Project on ESMH stakeholder monitoring service

 The Chair announced that, the ESMH needed to enhance its stakeholder monitoring capacity through a support
service contract keeping it up-to-date about the communication space it operated in. He added that a stakeholder
monitoring service contractor would provide the ESMH with relevant and timely information on its Brussels-
based stakeholders’ activities, including event alert, event reporting, press releases and other communications,
articles, reports, studies etc. The ESMH could initially use a one-year service contract for this purpose.

 The Chair then gave the floor to interested Panel members.

 Ms BUNTING asked whom Members should contact to suggest a contractor. The Chair responded that
suggestions could be sent to the Secretariat. However, he clarified that the role of Members was to approve the
financing of the project through the ESMH budget and the contractor would be selected by the administration.

 The Chair announced that, as there were no objections, the project was deemed approved and the ESMH budget
would be used for its implementation.

6. Launch of MEP-Scientist Pairing Scheme 2020

 The Chair announced that, based on the positive feedback from the 7th round of STOA's MEP-Scientist Pairing
Scheme, held in 2019, the STOA Bureau recommended launching the 8th edition of the scheme.

 He added that the JRC10, the ERC10 and SAM10 had shown strong interest in contributing to the second ‘Science
Week at the EP’, which could be organically linked to and improve the visibility of the ‘Brussels week’,
whereby paired scientists and MEPs met in Brussels.

 He explained the recommended actions: (i) informing the 54 scientists not paired yet with an MEP during the
previous rounds that a new round of the scheme would be launched, and asking about their availability;
(ii) inviting STOA Panel members to propose scientists to be added to the list of scientists for pairing in the 8th
round; (iii) inviting all Members, if interested, to take part in the 8th round; (iv) organising the ‘Science Week
at the EP’, with the participation of the JRC, the ERC and SAM from Tuesday, 23, to Thursday, 25 June 2020.

 The Chair invited Members to propose scientists, via e-mail to the Secretariat, for participation in the pairing
scheme, by Monday, 10 February 2020 at the latest, and opened the floor for discussion.

 Ms LEITÃO MARQUES asked if the list of scientists was balanced geographically.
 The Chair clarified that the list was the result of an open call, where interested scientists expressed their

willingness to participate, and, as such, did not pursue geographical balance.
 Mr IJABS asked if the specialisation areas of the scientists aligned with STOA priorities.
 The Chair clarified that the MEP-Scientist Pairing Scheme was not limited to STOA Members, but was open

to all MEPs. Hence, a full alignment with STOA priorities was not required.
 The Chair announced the launch of the 8th edition of the MEP-Scientist Pairing Scheme along these lines.

7. STOA Annual Lecture 2020
 The Chair recalled that the Panel in its last meeting had opted to devote the next STOA Annual Lecture, in

March or April 2020, to the topic of innovation, entrepreneurship, digitalisation and the associated societal
debate. It was also agreed that speakers and agenda should be agreed by the end of January, so that the lecture
could be held within the first 100 days of 2020.

 The Chair announced that the STOA Chair was working with the Secretariat to contact potential speakers and
verify their availability in time to report in a forthcoming Panel meeting.

8. STOA workshops and joint activities with external organisations
8.1. ESMH project on ‘Engagement of science journalists/communicators in ESMH activities’
 The Chair explained that, in order to enlarge its outreach activities to science journalists and communicators,

the ESMH team had launched, in March 2019, a new project to identify media outlets, relevant stakeholders
and potential partners in different Member States. He added that the project aimed at organising several science-
media events with the dual purpose of: (i) awareness raising about the ESMH platform; (ii) country-wide fact-
finding discussions about the needs of media stakeholders in order to better make use of the ESMH offer.

10 JRC: Joint Research Centre; ERC: European Research Council; SAM: Scientific Advice Mechanism of the EC.
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 He added that, as part of this project, the ESMH was organising a series of pilot science-media events in various
EU Member States, in cooperation with the local EP Liaison Offices, and encouraged Members to participate
and co-host the events in their countries.

 Ms LEITÃO MARQUES expressed her intent to co-host an event in Portugal.

 The Chair announced that, as there were no objections, the proposed activities would be implemented along
these lines and the ESMH budget would be used as necessary.

8.2. STOA workshop and study on health and environmental impacts of 5G

 The Chair recalled that Michèle RIVASI and Ivo HRISTOV, MEPs and Panel members, had submitted
proposals for a STOA workshop on 5G wireless communication effects on the environment and human health.
Mr HRISTOV had also requested the production of a study on this issue. The STOA Panel had approved the
proposals at its last meeting, in December 2019, as a STOA project. He then announced that the workshop was
scheduled for Tuesday, 28 April 2020, 9:30-12:30, at the European Parliament in Brussels.

 The Chair explained that the event would feature, among other contributions, a presentation of the preliminary
results of the first part of the study – two reviews of scientific literature on the effects of 5G on (i) human
health, and (ii) the environment, respectively. The full study – which would also contain, as a second part, a
list of policy options – was expected to be published by July 2020.

 Ms RIVASI emphasised that she considered the workshop vital and noted that her questions to the EC about
the health impacts of 5G were still not answered.

 The Chair announced that, as there were no objections, the organisation would continue along these lines.

9. Any other business

 The Chair informed Members that the latest edition of the STOA Newsletter (December 2019) was available
and had been distributed with the dossier. He added that the newsletter would be widely disseminated to
Members and STOA contacts within and beyond the EP.

 Ms LEITÃO MARQUES requested the timetable of STOA delegations to other countries. The Chair confirmed
that a list would be sent by the Secretariat, after discussion in the forthcoming STOA Bureau meeting. Members
would be asked to choose the delegations they were interested in and authorisation would be sought from the
EP Bureau or the Conference of Presidents (depending on destination) by letter of the Chair to the EP President.

10. Date and place of next meeting: Thursday, 13 February 2020, 09:30 – 11:00, Room WEISS N1.4

 The Chair announced that the next Panel meeting was scheduled for Thursday, 13 February 2020, 09:30 –
11:00, in the same room (WEISS N1.4) and the meeting would feature a presentation by Charlina VITCHEVA,
Acting Director-General of the JRC.

The meeting ended at 10:54.
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